
CHAPTER TWO

GAY LIBERATION FRONT

. . . but faith ran high that a better world
than any that had ever been known could be
built where authority was distrusted and held
in constant scrutiny; where the status of men
flowed from their achievements and from their
personal qualities, not from distinctions
ascribed to them at birth; and where the use o&
power over the lives of men was jealously
guarded and severely restricted. It was only
where there was this defiance, this refusal to
truckle, this distrust of all authority,
political or social, that institutions would
express human aspirations, not crush them.1

America has some unfinished business. The lofty

goals of the founders of our country have not been met.

Liberty and justice are not cliches and the pursuit of

happiness is not a sport for the ruling classes. These

ideals embodied in our Constitution are the birthright of

every American, but minorities have had to struggle to

gain the respect they deserve. Countless thousands have

died and millions more have lived in immiserated and

enforced silence while an oppressive and often times

woefully ignorant majority has betrayed the promise of

Bernard Bailyn, Ideological Origins of the
American Revolution (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1967) 319.
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America. Yet even with the jealous fear of many and the

undying indifference of many more, America has been

fortunate to have a few brave souls who have spoken out

against ignorance and who have reminded us of our

nation's destiny as a beacon of hope, freedom and

tolerance for the rest of the world. These evangelists

of liberty have been and are everywhere and many of them

have been and are lesbian and gay. *=.

The opening quote comes from the last chapter of

Bernard Bailyn's The Ideological Origins of the American

Revolution, which is entitled "The Contagion of Liberty".

This chapter describes the dramatic change in the

thinking of Americans just before and during the

Revolution. "How infectious this spirit of pragmatic

idealism was, how powerful - and dangerous. . ."2 It

was this spirit, unleashed during the Revolution, that

all men were created equal, that has formed the

legitimacy for most American social movements. The •-

lesbian-gay movement is no exception to this. It took

the contagion of liberty 150 years to bloom in the heart

of homosexuals. It was not until 1950 that Harry Hay

founded the Mattachine Society in Los Angeles - the first

2 ibid.
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j successful openly gay organization in the United

States.3

-j Harry Hay and his homophile organization came out to

a suspicious and homophobic America in the 1950s. The

country was in the midst of a witch hunt that eliminated

i thousands of homosexuals from their federal jobs over a

ten year period, in the name of national security. Due

J to this environment the Mattachine Society did not -=.

accomplish much politically, but it did offer an
j

alternative and supportive family for persecuted lesbians

and gays.

In 1955, Del Martin and Phyllis Lyon organized the

Daughters of Bilitis in San Francisco. The DOB was a

lesbian group founded for the purpose of exploring the

difficult issues facing women that were not being

addressed by the male dominated Mattachine Society. They

continued to work with gay male organizations but there

was a recognition that the two groups had different ideas

about goals and methods. This was the first

organizational split between lesbians and gays. It would

be followed by many more, especially in the 1970s, as

women became disillusioned with male insensitivity and

indifference to women's issues.

u

Ij

u

There had been a brief attempt to start a
homosexual rights organization in Chicago in 1924 bcfsed
on the German organization, Society for Human Rights,
started by Magnus Hirschfeld in 1904.
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The Daughters of Bilitis and the Mattachine Society,

later joined by SIR or the Society for Individual Rights,

were the only politically oriented organizations in the

US until the late 1960s. At that time, American youth

began to embrace gay rights as part of their democratic

movement. Until the late 1960s lesbian and gay

organizations referred to themselves as "homophilic" in

an effort to be less confrontational. However, with* the

upsurge of youth power in the late sixties, many young

lesbians and gays began to question the cautious and

closeted political approach, attempting instead a

directly confrontational assault on "straight" society's

homophobia. In late June of 1969 "the hairpin drop heard

around the world" revolutionized lesbian and gay thinking

as the Stonewall riots raged out of control for three

consecutive days. Stonewall proved that lesbians and

gays did not have to truckle to police harrassment and

social ostracism; they could speak out as their

Constitution commanded them to do when their rights were

threatened. They rebelled against a tyrannical

government in 1969 as surely as the Sons of Liberty had

in 1776 and for the same goal of liberation.

Stonewall brought a new confidence to the lesbians

and gays across the country, indeed around the world.

Soon the Gay Liberation Front, founded in the aftermath
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of Stonewall in New York City in the fall of 1969, was

setting up chapters around the nation with the goal of

freeing the individual from internalized homophobia.

Austin, Texas, capital of the Lone Star State, home to

the University of Texas and island of progressive

thought, was one of these cities where the contagion of

Stonewall was spreading. I will look at the effects of

the national lesbian and gay movement through the "eyes

of Texas."

The Gay Liberation Front came out to a rapidly

changing Austin in the spring of 1970. The city was in

the beginning stages of a tremendous economic boom that

would last relatively unabated until the late 1980s. The

comfortable winters attracted people migrating from the

snowbelt, and excellent opportunities for jobs also drew

in people from the Texas hinterland. These attractions

of course were shared by the more well-known Texas cities

of Houston, Dallas and San Antonio, but Austin had a

certain flavor that distinguished her from her bigger

sisters. Austin had a reputation as being the most

liberated city in what for many was a vast sea of bible-

based restrictions and intolerance.

It was this reputation that attracted the future

members of the Gay Liberation Front, the first radical
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gay organization in Texas, to Austin. Many came to jj
attend the University of Texas, which had for many years

been the cornerstone of Austin's liberal image. The

University was growing at a rapid rate too, as oil tax [~

revenues spawned a building boom on campus aimed at

making the University a world class institution. j
Amidst the growth and optimism, however, there were

signs of stress and conflict. Within the city of Austin

there were many who distrusted the changes, many who r

preferred that Austin keep its friendly small town shape

and its eclectic mixture of people. They did not (1

appreciate the rapid growth that they saw as destructive

and unnecessary. They were a minority, however, at least

in terms of power. The commercial and real-estate

developers who had plotted their assault carefully in the

late 1960s and early 1970s grew very powerful during the "j

population explosion that rocked the city after 1975.4

But in the spring of 1970, those who enjoyed the

easy going bohemian flavor of Austin were in their

halcyon days, and so were their allies on campus - - the

35,678 students of the University of Texas.5

4 David Humphrey, Austin: An illustrated history
(Northridge, CA: Windsor Publications, 1985) 321.

5 Joy Stapp et al., Cactus 1970, v. 77 (Austin, TX:
Texas Student Publications, 1970) 5.
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UT was very politically active in the late 1960s.

The Vietnam War and the Civil Rights Movement had ignited

the fires of activism in Austin as they had throughout

I the nation. The Rag, a counter-cultural newspaper
L

published mainly by students and other young people,

L allowed Austinites access to otherwise unavailable

information about the radical political and cultural

movements that were sweeping America at the time, -aihere

were, for example, articles about peace rallies in

California and Washington D.C. and others about

j organizing by the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS)

on various college campuses. LBJ and later Richard Nixon

L> ' were usually referred to as "the great oppressors" for

j their roles in Vietnam and for squashing dissent at home.

This national news helped inspire radical Austinites to

M form local organizations and to mobilize for a social

revolution.

J More importantly, the Rag provided a source for-

, local news and information. The staff routinely

published the prices, quality and availability of

Ii assorted drugs as well as photographs of suspected

undercover anti-drug police agents. They also covered

_j local political and social events that were often the

I same as political rallies turned into informal parties.

In all of this the UT administration appeared to be*the
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favorite whipping boy because of its zealous resistance

to most radical initiatives, including the distribution

of alternative newspapers on campus.6 The Rag was also

the first newspaper in Austin to print articles by "known

homosexuals;" the first to appear, in February 1970 was

entitled "Pink Power!"7 and called for the liberation of

homosexuals from a society that oppressed them.

The battle between the UT administration and fefee Rag

was only one in a series of conflicts between the

students and the established power structure of the

University. In the spring of 1970 most political

activity on campus was sponsored by various leftist

groups, including the Communist Brigade, the Young

Socialists Alliance, and the Bertold Brecht Guerrilla

Theater etc. They demonstrated against the

administration's policy of limiting political dissent to

the "Free Speech Area." They also actively fought

against the proposed physical reorganization of the -Texas

Union, which would partition the open dining hall and

stop the mass political rallies that had been occuring

there. With the help of the campus police, however, the

University prevailed in both instances.

6 See Rafl, 13 October 1969 and 27 April 1970.

7 "Pink Power!," Rag, 16 February 1970, p. 6.
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Many members of the leftist political organizations

that protested the University's heavy-handedness were

lesbian and gay.8 Before 1970, however, the lesbian-gay

community in Austin was not politically conscious of

itself. There had been a few gay bars in Austin since

the 1950s that had provided a social outlet, and there

was a sizeable community of people who privately

identified as lesbian or gay. But both the bars af*d the

people were extremely secretive for fear of public

censure, private embarrassment, job loss or all three.

The lesbian and gay bars during this time were: The

Manhattan Club on Congress between 9th and 10th Streets

(1958-62), the Cabaret on Guadalupe at 32nd Street (1962-

67), the Red River Lounge at 900 Red River (1967-68), the

Pearl Street Warehouse at 17th and Lavaca (1967-1978),

and The Apartment at 29th and Rio Grande (1969-89). Many

of those who socialized at these bars were associated

with the state government or the University. Even though

many of these people were involved in politics, none

prior to 1970 had been involved in an open campaign for

lesbian-gay rights.9

8 Neal Parker, interview by the author, taped
telephone conversation, Houston, Texas, 13 July 1990.

9 Bunch Brittain, interview by the author, taped
telephone conversation, New Orleans, Louisiana, 19 June
1990; Rodney Florence, interview by the author, written
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A convergence of several factors in 1970, however,

led to the birth of the gay movement in Austin. By the

late 1960s, Austin had an established underground network

of socially active homosexuals who met at the bars and at

each other's homes. This meant that new lesbian and gay

students had places to meet each other in an all-

homosexual environment. During this time the number of

students at UT was rising rapidly. The students we*e

also becoming politically radicalized by the Vietnam War

and the Civil Rights Movement. Many of the students who

went to the lesbian-gay bars were also involved with the

radical political organizations that arose in response to

contemporary events. Student activists, who were also

homosexuals, sensed their own oppression and as they

fought for the liberation of other groups, they began to

raise their own lesbian-gay political consciousness.

A small ad appeared in the announcements section of

the Daily Texan in the last week of April, 1970.10 It

called for a meeting of homosexuals at the University

YMCA/YWCA (Y) at 2330 Guadalupe Street above Somer's

Drugs. The meeting was to be held on the night of April

notes, Austin, Texas, 5 March 1990.

10 "Advertisement," Daily Texan, 24 April 1970.*
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28, at 7:30 pm.

According to Linguistics graduate student, Neal

Parker, about twenty-five people crammed into a small

room for this first public meeting of lesbians and gays

in Austin history. They were excited by their mutual

courage and were wondering where all of the activity

might lead them. Another Linguistics graduate student,

Jim Denny, and his lover, UT student Leonard Lance,*«=.

spearheaded the organization of this first meeting. Both

were also heavily involved with radical campus political

I groups like the SDS and a Marxist-Leninist organization.

In these groups, Denny gained experience organizing

meetings, printing up fliers and getting ads in the

I student papers. He also frequented the Pearl Street

Warehouse, where many college-age lesbians and gays

J socialized, and presumably he spread the word there.11

In addition to Denny, Parker and Lance, Marie Terry

(owner of the Pearl Street Warehouse), Bunch Brittain

(future owner of The Apartment), Dennis Paddie, a local

artist and former student, and Joyce Smith, then a UT

j! student, also attended the meeting. There were

substantially fewer women than men and most of the

ii Neal Parker, interview by the author.



attendees were enrolled at UT as undergraduates.12

At the second meeting, Jim Denny and Neal Parker

drew up a very positive and consciously non-threatening

statement of purpose with which to register as an

official University organization and to seek publicity.

Its authors hoped that the non-threatening nature of the

statement of purpose would facilitate University

recognition: *"=•

The purpose of Gay Liberation is to question
the current concept of gender identification,
to shed light upon the culturation process and
its relation to social personal oppression.
Through action and education, the Gay
Liberation plans to help people gain more
control over their lives.13

The omission of the word "Front" from this and ensuing

public announcements is interesting in light of the fact

that within the group it was always referred to as the

GLF. None of the interviewees remember the reason for

this. Anticipating a hostile administrative reaction,

the founders perhaps decided to reduce the radical sound

of the group by deleting the socialist references.

Moderation in rhetoric would also have been useful in

12 Dennis Paddie, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 10 July 1990; Margaret * ,
interview by the author, written notes, Austin, Texas, 20
July 1990.

13 "Gay Liberation Group Seeks Recognition," Daily
Texan, 7 May 1970, p. 1.
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attracting more middle-of-the-road lesbian and gay

students. A larger student membership in GLF would make

recognition from the University more likely.

The second meeting and the announcement of the

attempt to gain recognition for GLF on campus were

covered by the Daily Texan.14 The publicity boosted

attendance at the next few meetings15 and let the world

know that lesbians and gays would be politically aotive

in Texas as well as New York and California. The Daily

Texan, however, did not cover Assistant Dean of Students

Edward Price's rejection of the GLF bid, which he made on

the grounds that the group lacked a faculty sponsor. Nor

did the student paper publicize GLF's appeal of this

decision on May 12, 1970. In the interim, GLF member

Parker had approached Professors Irwin Spear (Botany) and

George Schotzke (Law) to serve as the required faculty

sponsor. Both were well-known on campus as being

supportive of radical causes and the GLF leaders hoped

that they would help the fledgling group. Neither

professor was interested, each citing time restraints as

the reason. Soon after Parker's initial failure, Roy

Teale, professor of Oriental and African Languages,

14 ibid.

15 Diane Duncan, interview by the author, written
notes, Austin, Texas, 3 July 1990.
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volunteered for the position of faculty sponsor for Gay

Liberation and was gladly accepted. Thus armed with the

requisite paperwork and a faculty sponsor, the GLF began

the appeal process against Assistant Dean Price's

decision. The Appeal Committee, however, had recessed

for the summer, forcing the group to wait until September

to continue the fight.16

GLF continued to meet during the summer of 1970. They

occasionally gathered in the cramped room at the Y while

other times they met at members' homes or in Wooldridge

Park. The meetings consistently attracted twenty to

thirty people, even in the summer when most campus

organizations discontinued operations. At this stage the

meetings were formless, reflecting the belief popular at

the time that parliamentary procedure was a tool used by

straight white men to oppress and dominate everybody

else. Discussions, however, were often neverending and

pointless, so the group decided to elect at each meeting

a leader who would be responsible for directing a

discussion that included everyone.17

By the late summer of 1970, the leaders of the

leaderless group had emerged. Twenty-five year old Jim

16 Neal Parker, interview by the author.

17 Dennis Paddie, interview by the author.
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Denny, 29 year old Neal Parker, and 28 year old Dennis

Paddie were responsible for getting the word out about

the meetings and were usually the group leaders. Their

age and experience gave them the confidence to guide the

group and to offer themselves as role models for younger

lesbians and gays, many of whom were just coming out.18

The three men, however, advocated three different

viewpoints on the meaning of gay liberation. This**--

diversity led to heated discussions at the meetings; but

by working through the different viewpoints, the members

experienced a broad-based "consciousness raising."

According to Dennis Paddie in an article published in the

Rag, conciousness raising for homosexuals meant: "To

educate ourselves, to stop hating ourselves, to stop

hating what we are."19

In The Politics of Homosexuality, Toby Marotta

creates labels for the many different viewpoints that

emerged in the Gay Liberation movement in New York after

the fall of 1969. The male leadership of GLF-Austin

represented three of these distinct categories:

"political-radical," "political reformer," and "cultural-

18 Diane Duncan, interview by the author.

19 Dennis Paddie, "Letters," Rag, 14 September 1970,
p. 2.
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radical."20

Political-radicals, according to Marotta, tended to

see oppression of homosexuals in terms of a political

revolution. To a political-radical, homosexual

oppression was but one part of a general societal

oppression of those without the means of production by

those with the means of production.21 Homosexuality

threatened gender roles, which in turn threatened gander-

based division of labor, and therefore could not be

tolerated by the capitalist class. Hence the only true

way to "gay liberation" was through a socialist

revolution.

In Austin, in 1970, Jim Denny and Leonard Lance

clearly qualified for the label political-radicals. They

had been heavily involved with Leninist and Maoist

political groups on campus and made a point of

introducing socialist theory into GLF meetings. They

were responsible for naming the group the Gay Liberartion .

Front with its obvious socialist tones. Denny and Lance

apparently had no real interest in working within the

system unless it was expedient to the revolution. It was

20 Toby Marotta, Politics of Homosexuality: How
lesbians and gay men have made themselves a political and
social force in modern American (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1981), 87-99.

21 ibid., p. 87.



later argued in the Rag that they sought University

recognition for GLF only because a resulting larger

membership would increase their political influence on

campus.22 When Gay Lib was refused on-campus status,

Denny lost interest in the idea of dealing with the

University and instead channeled his energies into other

socialist groups.23

Political-reformers, according to Marotta, ^

fundamentally believed that there was basically nothing

wrong with the system and that it could be made to

respond to the needs of its homosexual citizens.24 The

working model for the political-reformers was the Civil

Rights Movement. If the US Constitution could be

inclusive of African-Americans, then perhaps there was

hope for lesbians and gays as well. Political-reformers

sought to lobby some government officials and openly

elect others, perhaps even a lesbian or gay candidate.

They believed that to be a socialist revolutionary was

counter-productive and that the only way to gain the

respect of, or at least toleration by, the straight

majority was to work within the political system.

22 Neal Parker, "Trots Speak with Forked Tongue,"
Rag, 23 October 1972, p. 7.

23 Margaret * , interview by the author.

24 Marotta, Politics of Homosexuality, p. 91. *
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In the GLF of 1970, Neal Parker would most likely

fit into the category of political reformer. While still

adamantly fighting for the rights of oppressed people

everywhere, he was more likely to focus on exclusively

gay issues and was much more involved with the fight for

University recognition than Denny. Parker was not active

in any of the political-radical groups on campus, and

though he sympathized with their goals, he and manys-jDther

political reformers were distrustful of groups like the

Young Socialists Alliance, which they believed were using

Gay Lib to get more press for themselves. He became an

early leader of the politically-reformist gay civil

rights movement in Austin, which had been given its first

rallying point by the University in the struggle for

recognition.25

Cultural-radicals, by Marotta's definition, were

quite different from those in the gay movement who

emphasized politics. Their vision of homosexuality -

tended to be less based in an individual identity; that

was seen as too political. Cultural-radicals theorized

that the only way to cure society of its ills was to

replace competitive political institutions with truly

tolerant mutually respectful ones that blended the

25 Neal Parker, interview by the author.
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individual with society, as opposed to pitting them

against one another. They tended to feel that this

change would most likely occur through consciousness

rather than revolution.26

Marotta would probably label Dennis Paddie a

cultural radical. Paddie did not belong to any of the

campus leftist political groups. He saw their revolution

as irrelevant to the true role of lesbians and gays*--in

society. Influenced by ideas gleaned from contacts in

the Classics Department at UT and from readings in

archaeology about Native American cultures, Dennis

Paddie, Randy Connor, Bill Dodd and others saw their

homosexuality not as an end in itself but rather as a

metaphor for society. They took as their role models the

Shamans and berdaches of Indian folklore and society.

They envisioned and created an aura of themselves as

priest-like characters sent to guide society out of its

repressive and oppressive ways. Many affected "gender-

fuck" drag such as a dress and frills on a man with a

beard and hairy legs. The Austin cultural-radicals did

this to force people to question the concept of gender

identity. They referred to themselves as "radical

faeries" or "effeminists," both terms then popular in the

26 Marotta, Politics of Homosexuality, pp. 100-114.
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New York movement. This male- dominated group also

supported some of the current political battles against

repression, but they preferred to concentrate on waking

people - straight and gay - out of their spiritual

torpor.27

During that first year, there were still a few women

involved with the GLF. Among them were Diane Duncan,

Joyce Smith and Margaret *, all of whom wrote ofteri*--

anonymous articles on lesbian rights in the Daily Texan

and the Rag. They were younger and less politically

experienced than the male leaders. They suffered most

acutely in GLF, however, from a general male

insensitivity to women and to women's issues. The women

who remained with GLF through the first difficult year

had to educate the population at large about

homosexuality and sexism. This battle became even more

difficult when they also had to fight for respect from

gay men who were in some ways as sexist as straight-men.

Many women decided to quit the GLF for this reason, while

others, who had heard of the group's sexism, stayed away

27 Dennis Paddie, interview by the author; Randy
Connor, interview by the author, written notes, Austin,
Texas, 30 June 1990; Bill Dodd, interview by the author,
Austin, Texas, 3 February 1990.
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from it entirely.28

In the fall semester of 1970, however, these

divergent views on sexism did not yet endanger the

energetic but fragile group. The Gay Liberation Front

(or "Gay Lib" as it was popularly called) meetings of

that fall were consistently attended by sixty to seventy

people, enough to warrant the use of University Y

auditorium.. Members.of Gay Lib had.managed to ge4^the

word out by distributing fliers at the bars, by placing

notices on the walls of bathrooms frequented by gay men

and, most importantly, by getting exposure in the Daily

Texan.29

For most of the late spring and summer of 1970, Gay

Lib had advertised in the announcements section of the

Daily Texan. Initially there were no problems with the

use of the word "gay." However, Lloyd Edmunds, who

represented the company that printed the student paper,

decided that the GLF ads were "offensive and in bad.

taste" even though the ads only mentioned the group name

and their meeting place. Neal Parker claimed that this

was a "... godsend for Gay Lib. It provided us

with lots of free publicity and gave the members an

28 Diane Duncan, interview by the author; Margaret *
, interview by the author.

29 Neal Parker, interview by the author.



opportunity to write letters to the editor" in favor of

gay rights.30 The Daily Texan published many of these

letters in the week of Sept. 8 - 15, 1970. On the 15th,

the paper printed two articles. One announced a victory,

"Gay Lib Ban Lifted by TSP," and the other anticipated

further struggle, "Gay Lib to Request Campus

Recognition."31

In early.October, NeaL Packer.,..Joyce. Smith, Diane

Duncan and two other GLF members hosted their first

public forum entitled "The Repression of Homosexuality."

The forum attracted over 150 people who listened to

discussions on topics like the origin of homosexuality,

the gay identity of women, the legal repression of

homosexuals, and the lifestyle of lesbians and gays.

This was the first time that homosexuality had been the

topic of a public forum in Austin. Its organizers hoped

that the forum would change social perceptions of

homosexuality; however, those who attended were most.

likely already tolerant of such diversity. Still the

forum was good experience for the group and helped them

30 ibid.

31 "Gay Lib Ban Lifted by TSP," Daily Texan, 15
September 1970, p. 1; "Gay Lib to Request Campus
Recognition," Daily Texan, 15 September 1970, p. 3.-
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to deal with less friendly crowds in the future.32

Such an opportunity arose in the period after

October 25, 1970, when Assistant Dean of Students Price

rejected Gay Liberation's request for official campus

status a second time. At this time, Assistant Dean Price

issued a statement listing his reasons for rejection. He

seemed to accept the prevailing view of psychologists

that homosexuality .was-an. illness and used it as ajas.

excuse to ban Gay Lib from campus.

The probability is clear enough that the
activities of Gay Liberation, recognized as a
registered organization would encourage persons
to accept homosexuality rather than seek
professional assistance. Medical opinion on
this campus is that the activity of groups
bearing this or similar names have been such as
to influence the confused and sexually
undecided against seeking counseling.33

A day later GLF appealed Price's decision to the student

appeals committee. The Appeal Committee was made up of

five students and two faculty members and was chaired by

Dr. Janet Spence. The committee ordered a hearing on

December 2, 1970 to allow both sides to air their views.

In the interim, Jim Boyle, Students' Attorney,

volunteered legal assistance to GLF, which included a

32 "Gay Lib Speakers Tell of Repression," Daily
Texan, 1 October 1970, p. 1.

33 "Gay Lib Denied Recognition Bid," Daily Texan,
30 October 1970, p. 1. ~
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verbal defense of GLF before the committee. Assistant

Dean Price represented the Administration and called Drs.

Paul Higgs, Paul Trickett and Paul White of the

University Mental Health Center to support his position

that homosexuals needed professional help not political

encouragement.34

The committee ignored Price's arguments and ruled in

favor of. Gay Liberation, granting them official s»—.

organizational status at the University on December 4,

1970. Gay Lib members immediately utilized their freedom

by setting up an information booth on the West Mall of

the University, where Neal Parker and Jim Denny handed

out fliers. Gay Lib was most likely the shortest lived

organization in UT history. The party was over less than

24 hours later when UT President Ad-Interim Bryce Jordan

rescinded the group's status. His action successfully

barred gay groups from campus for over three years.35

In addition to the setback on the issue of

recognition, the University of Texas Board of Regents

moved to limit the powers of Students' Attorney Jim

Boyles and later refused to reappoint him. Regent Jim

34 "Board Hears Gay Lib Case," Daily Texan, 3
December 1970, p.l.

35 Neal Parker, interview by the author; "Report on
Student Committees," Report of committee's decision to
accept GLF bid, 8 December 1970.
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Kilgore responded, "Well, Boyle put himself in a

precarious position by defending homosexuals."36

The Gay Liberation Front had forced the power

brokers at UT to pay attention to their demands. In the

process they learned that the administration was,

unfortunately, thoroughly homophobic and uneducable.

Their next step was to appeal the UT President's decision

to the UT Systems Chancellor. Most likely in orde*=»to

keep protest to a minimum, Chancellor Le Maistre delayed

his decision until the end of May 1971, when the semester

had ended and most students had gone home.37 As

expected, Chancellor Le Maistre upheld President Jordan's

decision. Before being removed from office, Students'

Attorney Boyle recommended that Gay Lib get written

copies of the meetings and hearings with UT officialdom

to use as evidence in the likely event of a Federal Court

case. The question at this point was whether Gay Lib had

the stamina to carry through on a court case against the

University, which would probably require a lot of money

and time without a guarantee of success.38

36 "Declaration of Political War," Daily Texan, 6
December 1970, p. 12; "Save Jim Boyle Movement," Daily
Texan, 9 December 1970, p. 3.

37 "Gays wait for Recognition," Daily Texan, 13
April 1971, p. 5.

38 Neal Parker, interview by the author.



In the mean time, Jim Denny spearheaded a campaign

to bring a national gay conference to Austin in late

March of 1971, With the substantial connections he had

built up through his work on the Peace March on

Washington, and his links with other gay political

radicals in San Francisco and New York, Denny was able to

construct a sizeable mailing list. He, Neal Parker and

others busied themselves .with mailings and organisation

for what was billed the First Annual National Gay

Conference, which succeeded in meeting from March 28-30,

1971, in Austin.39 According to several sources, there

were over 200 people in attendance, most of whom were

from outside of Austin, especially New York and San

Francisco. Parker organized the accommodations and

social activities while Denny planned the meetings. The

"plenary session" occurred the first night at the

Unitarian Church on Grover Street and was interrupted by

a walk-out by the New York delegation, which had wanted a

radical political statement by the group. Except for

this political wrangling, the conference was a complete

success; in fact, many visitors stayed well beyond the

one weekend. As with most GLF functions, however, there

39 Dennis Paddie, interview by the author.
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was a great scarcity of women. 40

This event emboldened the cultural-radicals like

Randy Connor, who got the opportunity to compare notes

with some of New York's most radical cultural

revolutionaries. Soon afterwards, perhaps due to the

conference, radical gay culture spread through Austin.41

Parties were attended by men in drag, while a drag

"divorce", was .held in West. Campus that drew hundreds of

people and got pictures in the Rag.42

While gay men were discovering the joys of androgyny

and basking in the light of their national gay fame,

lesbians involved with Gay Liberation were at a

crossroads. According to Margaret * , some of the

leaders of Gay Lib, like Dennis Paddie, supported women's

issues while others, like Jim Denny, held traditional

I; anti-feminist views. Eventually many GLF women decided

that their issues were sufficiently different from those

|j of gay men to start their own organization. They broke

away in what was termed a "friendly and temporary"

— divorce in June 1971 to form Gay Women's Liberation,

40 Dennis Paddie, interview by the author; Neal
Parker, interview by the author; "Gay Liberation
Conference," Rag, 15 March 1971, p. 6; Margaret *
, interview by the author.

41 Randy Connor, interview by the author.

42 Photo, Rag, 13 September 1971, p. 8.
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which evaporated the following winter. They tried in the

summer of 1972 and again in the summer of 1973 to

overcome the problems in Gay Lib and work with men, but

there was never enough interest on the part of other

lesbians in joining male-dominated organizations.43

Meanwhile, after Chancellor LeMaistre upheld UT

President Bryce's rejection of Gay Lib's campus

recognition in May 1971, Neal Parker and a small g**up of

dedicated Gay Lib members began mapping strategy to sue

UT for recognition. Parker approached Bobbie Nelson, a

woman lawyer from a progressive law firm in Austin that

had extensive experience in defending campus radicals.

She agreed not to charge a fee to Gay Lib for her

services but warned them that they would have to pay the

potentially considerable court costs. Nelson spent the

summer and fall collecting depositions and arranging for M

three plaintiffs, one of whom was Neal Parker, in order

to proceed with the case.44 The suit was finally fi-led

on December 2, 1971 and was reported in the Daily Texan r-

and the Austin American-Statesman. It charged the

University with discrimination and demanded the right for [~

the GLF to be officially recognized as a campus

43 Margaret * , interview by the author; "The Gay
Woman," Rag, 30 August 1971, p. 18.

44 Neal Parker, interview by the author
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organization.45

In order to raise the money necessary to cover court

costs, Gay Lib decided to ask the Student Government, led

by lesbian-gay friendly President Bob Binder, to sponsor

a fundraising dance for Gay Lib at the Student Union.

The Student Government voted in October to sponsor the

dance, to be held on February 23, 1972, in the ballroom

at the Texas Union. The administration quickly vej^ed

this plan.46 But when the designated day arrived,

student members of Gay Lib and their Student Government

allies decided to try to have the dance anyway.47

Late in the afternoon Gay Lib members began setting

up for the unsanctioned dance. When the administration

discovered their intentions, they sent the campus police

to break things up. The police arrived, locked the

ballroom doors and told everyone inside to disperse. All

but five did. These five were Jay Faulkner, Wendell

Jones, David Lamb, Charles Mixon and Rick Reim. They

refused to leave and sat in a circle on the floor of the

"Gay Lib Launches Lawsuit Seeking On Campus
Status," Daily Texan, 2 December 1971, p. 1; AAS, 2
December 1971, p. 1.

46 "Permission for Gay Benefit Refused by
Administration," Daily Texan, 10 November 1971, p. 3.

47 Doug Dyer, interview by the author, Austin,
Texas, 17 January 1990.
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ballroom while Student President Binder tried to

negotiate a settlement. A huge crowd gathered in

anticipation of conflict as campus police dragged the

protestors away. The party nearly became a riot. Angry

mobs rolled the paddy wagon over as the police tried to

get the protestors inside it. In order to divert

attention, a compromise was reached with the crowd where

beer, was served on the Union. Patio (the free speech*,

area). Here members of Gay Lib passed a donations

bucket and earned over $300 towards their court costs.48

By its second birthday in the summer of 1972 Gay Lib

was definitely in a slump. The active oppression of GLF

by the University had bound the group together in the

early days but that battle had reached a stalemate. The

future of GLF as a campus organization was in the hands

of the federal courts and it appeared that it would be a

long time before a decision would be handed down. The

GLF membership continued to raise money for the projected

costs by sponsoring occasional dances at the Pearl Street

Warehouse on Monday nights. However, there was not much

48 "GLF Boogies Despite Arrests," Rag, 28 February
1972, p. 6; Troy Stokes, interview by the author,
written notes, Austin, Texas, 25 June 1990.
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L else that could be done.49

In June 1972, several people got together to attempt

u to breathe new life into Gay Liberation. They held a

| meeting at the University Y and elected a steering

committee of seven people - four women and three men

[j including dedicated student activists Kathleen Hattaway,

Troy Stokes and Dennis Milam. The group hoped that a

steering committee would give Gay Lib some previovfaiy

j lacking focus, while its mixed gender construction was

designed to increase lesbian participation. Initially

jj they had some success. More women did begin attending

the meetings in the fall of 1972. However, by the

following spring, the organization appeared to be failing

due to lack of interest and gender based

disagreements.50

Many things had changed between the spring of 1970

and the fall of 1972, not the least of which was a

decline in the spirit of reform. By the end of 1972-,

Nixon had won re-election and, the long hard years of

protest and ideological challenge seemed not to have

h produced any tangible results. The Rag, for example, was

u

L

U

U

L

49| *" "Gay Lib Foresees Court Battle," Daily Texan, 13
Li August 1971; "Gay Action Depends on You," Rag, 30 Auqust

1971, p. 5. —"*

j 50 "Gay Liberation Restructures," Rag, 26 June 1972,
p. 16.
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much less free spirited and hopeful during this time than

earlier. The cultural and political radicals were still

in Austin, but they seemed to have been exhausted by

their battles. In the remnants of Gay Lib one could see

a new sensibility arising - - the male children of Neal

Parker, Jim Denny and Dennis Paddie were taking over.

They were younger and more mainstream than their fathers.

They seemed most-to resemble Neal Parker in that &h»ir

interests were primarily political and primarily within

the system. For example, Dennis Milam worked hard to get

out the vote for McGovern in 1972 by organizing "Austin

Gay Citizens for McGovern" in July of that year,51

something Jim Denny would never have dreamed of doing.

This generation of gay leaders was like their fathers in

that they could not satisfactorily integrate women or

racial minorities into their plans. Therefore the

organizations they formed were equally dominated by white

men. They were unlike their fathers in that they tended

to disapprove of cultural-radical ideas like "gender-

fuck" drag, which the younger generation perceived as

misogynistic and self-hating.52 They did not need a

51 "Austin Gay Citizens for McGovern," Rag, 24 July
1972, p. 12; Dennis Milam, interview by the author,
written notes from telephone conversation, Houston,
Texas, 10 July 1990.

52 Dennis Milam, interview by the author.
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cultural revolution to realize the goals of lesbian-gay

civil rights; in fact, many had the opinion that a

cultural revolution would just impede political progress.

Having men in dresses at political rallies, although

certainly entertaining, would not convince the power

structure that lesbians and gays were productive members

of society. Outrageousness was no longer the style.

Gay Lib was dead. Its obituary appeared in tbe Rag

on June 25, 1973, in an article that attempted to

organize a non-political gay group:

Gay Liberation had a number of problems.
Basically it consisted of many factions and
individuals who wanted the group to have a
certain identity . . . Because of this many gay
people did not want to work with Gay
Liberation.53

This phenomenon was not peculiar to Austin. The Gay

Liberation Front in New York went through the same

disintegration process, albeit more dramatically and at a

slightly earlier time.54 Both GLFs were started by

political-radicals who saw the lesbian-gay struggle as

part of an overall struggle against capitalism (Jim

Denny). In its early days it was heavily influenced by

cultural radicals with a new vision of society (Dennis

53 "Coming Together: A Call to the Gay Community,"
Rag, 25 June 1973, p. 6.

54 See Marotta, Politics of Homosexuality, chap. 4.
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Paddie). Soon thereafter political-moderates responded

to discrimination by agitating for a traditional within-

the-system political response in an effort to carve a

respectable niche in society (Neal Parker). This

gauntlet was then picked up by other political moderates

(Dennis Milam) who saw a need for broadening the scope of

the Gay movement. The political moderates took the

movement away from its radical leftist ideology that, had

supposedly alienated a large percentage of homosexuals.

This is the story of the group Gay People of Austin,

which became the beneficiary of the GLF vs. UT battle.

As an epilogue for GLF, on March 26, 1974 UT caved

in and recognized the GLF in an out-of-court settlement.

It was apparent to UT lawyers that US Federal District

Court Judge Jack Roberts would rule in favor of the

lesbian-gay group55 and the administration most likely

preferred not to have its name associated with another

losing court case a la Sweatt v. Painter. Although.,

giving them what they had originally asked for, the out-

of-court settlement deprived lesbians and gays of the

opportunity to publicly attack institutionalized

homophobia that a court case would have provided. After

UT's capitulation the three plaintiffs in the Gay Lib

55 "Gay Lib wins position as official UT group,"
AAS, morn., 26 March 1974, sec. B, p. 1.
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suit donated the $1000 raised for their case to attorney

Bobbie Nelson for her tireless and unremunerated efforts

to prosecute the case.56

With the end of the court case, Gay People of Austin

became a relatively moderate campus group. Lesbians,

however, were far from through with the radical stages of

their revolution; in fact, in many ways, theirs was just

beginning. Lesbians tried on numerous occasions tfuwork

with gays but quickly became frustrated with male

insensitivity that ignored their needs and their ideas.

After the fizzled attempts at organizing Gay Women's

Liberation in 1971 and the subsequent failure to work

things out with the men of GLF in 1972 and 1973, lesbians

organized several rap groups that never really got off

the ground.57 These attempts, however, eventually led

to the formation of the Austin Lesbian Organization.

56 Neal Parker, interview by the author; "Gays Dance
at UT," AAS, Eve., 1 July 1974, p. 7.

57 "Notices," Rag, 3 June 1974, p. 18.


